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I am so proud to present this issue of Foot 
Health Australia magazine. It promotes the 
importance of foot health to people across 
Australia through its presence in podiatry 
clinics, community healthcare settings, 
hospitals and beyond.

Foot Health Week 2021 

We have created this issue to accompany – and celebrate 
– Foot Health Week 2021 which advocates the importance 
of foot health to as many people as possible, from all 
roles and walks of life. And it is only through working in 
close partnership with our members that we can make a 
meaningful difference in this regard. 

The power of partnership

Partnership exists at the heart of our Association’s activities 
on any given day of the year. Whether it be through sharing 
information, advocating for the podiatry profession and its 
power to change people’s lives, supporting our members 
so they can get on with their roles, or connecting our 
members to create something bigger for all of our sakes.  
It takes a team to create any worthwhile change and this 
kind of daily exchange is no exception.

Thank you to our members

On behalf of our team we could not be more proud to work 
in partnership with so many talented podiatrists who are 
members of the Australian Podiatry Association. These hard 
working health professionals are so committed to creating 
an extraordinary difference, and they certainly inspire us on 
a daily basis. And for that, we say a heartfelt thank you.

Nello Marino, CEO Australian Podiatry Association.
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If your feet could talk, what would they 
say? We imagined what our feet would love 

to tell us if only they had a chance.

Whether COVID-related restrictions are a distant memory or a 
more recent experience, there’s no doubt that its impact has 

changed our lives.

The good news is that it’s not too late to get out of this 
slump and transform your wellness mojo into something 
far healthier (and happier!). And did you know that the key 
to good health can begin in your feet?

In fact, here’s what your feet wish they could have told you 
during the height of lockdown. It’s not too late to heed their 

advice and boost your overall wellbeing!

On a day to day level, 
even our feet may have been 

impacted by various lockdowns. 
Did you find yourself wearing ugg 

boots or slippers as the home-
bound days stretched out ahead? 
Or perhaps you were less active, 

or maybe even put on a few 
extra ‘COVID kilos’? 

(what they wish they could tell you!)
A letter from your feet

Wear shoes that fit... please!
Our feet perform so much better when they are 
comfortable and supported in well-fitting shoes. It’s 
not rocket science, but it’s so easy to overlook 
this fact and just grab a shoe in your ‘usual’ 

size during a trip to the mall or when shopping 
online. However, it pays to be professionally fitted 
since a myriad of factors could affect your 
shoe choice. Whether related to ageing, 
needing more support, or hormonal changes such as 
pregnancy – it is so important to be fitted before you 
decide on a pair of shoes. 

Still not sure? Here’s a not-so-fun fact. An independent 
survey of more than 1,000 people found that most 

Australians (70 per cent) who changed their footwear 
during the pandemic have been wearing less supportive 

shoes or no shoes at all, with one in three experiencing 
pain as a result. This survey, which was commissioned by 

the Australian Podiatry Association, goes a long way to show 
you that you’re not alone if you’ve been rocking out in your 
favourite pair of slippers more than usual. If you also noticed 
a new twinge in your feet or lower limbs (or even your hips or 
elsewhere), those innocent slippers may be to blame...

1
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Keep us moving...  
your body will thank you!

The simple act of moving your feet through walking and other 
exercise helps to lubricate the soft tissue and your joints, which 
makes it easier to move with ease. This is especially relevant if 
you sit for hours at a time and perhaps comfort eat more than 
you know you should. It all adds up. In fact, movement can 

mitigate these habits by pumping blood back to the heart, 
which makes a massive difference to overall wellbeing.

It comes down to some simple changes. Set an alarm to walk 
around regularly, alternate sitting with standing when working 
at a desk, or take regular walks around the block. It can all 
stack up. Little steps lead to big results when they are carried 
out consistently and regularly!

Ask us how we are  
(how we *really* are!)
Okay, so you don’t need to whisper sweet nothings to 

your feet. That would just be plain odd. But... it can make 
a big difference if you check in on your feet to see how they’re 
faring, given they are the unsung heroes of our body! Have a 
look to see if there is any swelling or discolouration in your skin 

tone, Is there a change in your nails? Spot any dry skin? Keep 
a watch for any changes to your feet and please see your 

podiatrist if you see something that looks a little funky 
or odd.

Pssts... the same goes for any niggles when 
you are active. You may notice it hurts to walk, or 
perhaps you’ve developed a slight limp, or your joints 
in your feet and lower limbs just feel sore. Whatever 

the case, book in with your local podiatrist to get to 
the bottom of the issue before it develops further.

Set an alarm 
to walk around 

regularly, alternate 
sitting with standing 

when working at a desk, 
or take regular walks 

around the block.

(what they wish they could tell you!) 2
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Little steps lead 
to big results when 
they are carried out 

consistently and 
regularly!

...it can make 
a big difference if 

you check in on your 
feet to see how they’re 
faring, given they are 
the unsung heroes of 

our body!



Don’t wait for pain to  
see your podiatrist

Here’s another fact from the same survey. Ready?  
One in five Australians don’t prioritise their feet and 
lower limbs. It’s no surprise to learn that pain is 
often why people will head to their podiatrist, but 
by then the issue has been going on untreated 
for some time. Don’t just wait for pain to be the 
reason you see a podiatrist. See your podiatrist 

like you see your dentist; often and consistently. 
Podiatrists can carry out all sorts of testing to 

identify issues before they become a problem. 

See your podiatrist... 
they ‘get’ us!

Did you know that research commissioned by 
the Australian Podiatry Association revealed 63 

per cent of people went to the GP for their foot issues? 
And even more interesting perhaps, people with knee 

pain are more likely to see a physio than a podiatrist.

Bear in mind that podiatrists are university-trained 
professionals who are the foot and lower limb 
experts. While podiatrists love working in 
consultation with other medical professionals, 
patients with foot and lower limb 
issues are well placed to 
see their podiatrist who 
can diagnose and provide 

treatment from there. 

Don’t just wait for 
pain to be the reason 

you see a podiatrist. See 
your podiatrist like you 
see your dentist; often 

and consistently. 

4
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...podiatrists are 
university-trained 

professionals who are 
the foot and lower 

limb experts.

Want to know more?
About the Australian Podiatry Association: 

We are the Australian Podiatry Association and 
we are committed to the advancement of podiatry to 

improve foot health in the community. The positive impact 
of podiatric care changes the lives of one in five Australians 
who suffer from foot pain. If you are reading this in your 
local podiatrist’s clinic, there’s a good chance that they are 
a member of our Association, who share our passion for 
optimum health and wellbeing. You can find  
us at: podiatry.org.au

About Foot  
Health Australia

If you’d rather learn more about 
your own foot health and related 

issues, head to our foot health website 
which is packed with useful tips and 
general wellbeing advice. You can 

find Foot Health Australia at: 
foothealthaustralia.org.au 
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Stability meets 
premium comfort.

KEY FEATURES

ASICS.COM 3D SPACE CONSTRUCTION
Reduces weight and allows the runner to 
deform/compress the midsole more (hence 
stabilizing landing speed and medial deviation) 
without sacrificing durability. Gender Specific 
to accommodate gait differences.

FLYTEFOAM BLAST MIDSOLE
A lightweight midsole foam that delivers an
energetic and lively ride; extra 1mm added.

DYNAMIC DUOMAX
An evolution to our dual-density midsole 
material with a softer layer of foam positioned 
on top of the DUOMAX to enhance comfort.
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Author: Siobhan Doran, Editor,  
Foot Health Australia magazine

Opportunity
through          adversity

Podiatrist and Olympian  
Matt Clarke represented 

Australia in the steeplechase 
at the Tokyo 2020 Olympic 

Games. His personal best once 
placed Matt as the fourth 

fastest out of all Australians  
at the steeplechase. 

Upon returning home 
from Tokyo, Matt had 

plenty of time to reflect on 
his Olympic experience since 
he was quarantined in a hotel 

room in light of COVID 
restrictions.

When he’s not 
professionally 

competing on the global 
stage, Matt is an Adelaide-
based podiatrist who cares 

as much about foot 
health as we do! 
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through          adversity
Speaking from his hotel room, Matt 
reflected on the contradiction of 
competing in the Olympics followed  
by a fortnight of solitude. 

“I’m in two minds really. I’m honestly 
extremely proud to have made the team. 
I think it’s every sporty child’s dream 
to make the Olympics so I’m super 
stoked about that. But the two weeks in 
quarantine, though expected, does kind  
of take the edge off a bit.”

With the mindset of a professional athlete, Matt unfailingly 

sees the bright side. “If they told me that it would be six 

weeks in quarantine, I still wouldn't change anything for it.”

The challenge to qualify
Tenacity is a prerequisite for any Olympian and Matt 
has certainly experienced his share of challenges on the 
road towards qualifying for the Tokyo Olympics. “It was 
an absolute roller-coaster of an experience,” Matt admits. 
“It was a really long wait until I eventually got a phone call 
to say that someone had pulled out and I'd been put into the 
Olympics at the last minute.”

A winding path to success
This path had been marred by stomach pains during the 
qualifier races, where in Matt’s words he ran “horribly.” This was 
then followed by another qualifier where Matt just missed out 
by a sixth of a second. A similar outcome occurred one week 
later, with Matt missing out by an even smaller margin. This was a 
particulary low point for Matt, “I’d missed the qualification window by 
the narrowest of margins on both pathways,” he explains.

However, disappointment was soon replaced by elation just one month 
before the Olympic Games began, when Matt received a call to say he’d 
made it onto the Olympic team. Recalling that moment, he says, “It was 
just surreal... my phone rang and I was expecting bad news as we were 
right at the end of the deadline window.”
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Good news arrives
Yet the news was good. In fact, it was 
the best possible news an athlete could 
hope to hear and once it was confirmed 
that Matt was off to the Olympics, he 
seemed to enter a temporary state of 
shock. “I just couldn’t believe it,” he 

thought it was gone. So now that I've got 
it back, it has meant so much to me.”

One of the most striking traits about 
Matt is that despite his success and 
many achievements, he is grounded 
in humility. When asked about what 
went through his mind right before he 

“It's the same thing when I'm 
coaching... I have to come 
across as knowledgeable and 
confident in their running 
program so that they can go 
into races and they can go to 
training believing that they're 
in the right spot too. You use  
it all the time.”

University days 
Constantly open to learning and 
changing his approach in response 
to such lessons, Matt started out at 
university by studying science yet he 
switched to podiatry for several reasons, 
and he’s never looked back.

“It was a somewhat accidental find,” Matt 
explains. “I always wanted to go into 
health care and I wasn't 100 per cent sure 
what it would be. I was half eyeing off the 
physiotherapy route, and I'd started off 
studying science at uni just because it 
was a pathway into all of them.”

Soon after, Matt realised a science 
degree wasn’t the path for him. ”I 
dropped out of that pretty quickly and 
another runner, who did a lot better than 
me at the Olympics, Stewart McSweyn, 
was studying podiatry at the time. I was 
having a chat with him and he goes, 'Oh, 
you should come and do podiatry, I'm 
having a great time. You’ll meet heaps of 
good people and I'm enjoying it.’

“So I just kind of fell into podiatry 
because one of my friends was doing 
it. Then I found a group of people 
also doing it and I gelled really well 
[with them]. I looked up to a lot of the 
clinicians and what they were doing. And 
I could very clearly see myself doing that 
in the future. So I guess the rest was 
history from there.”

If Matt had any advice for would-be 
podiatrists, it is to study podiatry. “You've 
got a fairly smallish cohort. You know 
everyone. Everyone's doing the same 
subjects. So it's really fun like that. 
Whereas science is very broad. Two 
people can come out with a science 
degree and never see each other in class.”

I had to triple check with them that they were 
being serious... ‘Please tell me it wasn’t a dream’.

recalls. “I had to triple check with them 
that they were being serious. The next 
morning I woke my girlfriend up and 
said, ‘Please tell me it wasn’t a dream’. 
And she said, “No it was real, you’re 
going to the Olympics.”

Lessons shared
The experience of success can mean 
so much more when it has been 
preceded by adversity. Matt agrees, 
“I think being so close and... probably 
seeing my dream drift away – or 
seeming like my dream had kind of 
drifted away at one point – it made  
me appreciate it so much more when  
I actually did get in.

“I realised, ‘No, this is what I really want. 
This is what I've been trying so much 
for.’ I’d been so crushed because I 

competed in the Olympics, his answer is 
refreshingly real.

“Leading into the race you’ve just got 
to go in super confident. Yet honestly, 
I probably struggled in the race as I 
felt lost out there and I wasn’t used to 
jumping with a lot of people and I think 
I got overwhelmed by some of the big 
names in the race.”

Now back in Australia, his Olympic 
mindset is set to spill over into his other 
life as a podiatrist and coach. “I use that 
confidence nearly every day when I’m 
coaching and practicing in podiatry,” 
he says. “So much of podiatry is similar 
to psychology in how you relay the 
information to your patients. A lot of the 
time you have to present confidently 
so they are confident in their treatment 
programs. 
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Once again, Matt’s logical no-nonsense approach 
makes a lot of sense. This young Olympian and 
podiatrist certainly deserves all the credit for his hard 
work, tenacity and his inspiring approach to life.

And does Matt have any tips for people  
who want to look after their foot health?

“I don't know if it's a massive hidden secret or not, but I think the number 
one tip has got to be, 'Wear shoes that fit you'. It sounds so obvious, but it's 
amazing how many people, and even elite runners, wear shoes that don't fit 
them and that can just lead to a multitude of things going wrong. 
“We should love our feet more as they hold up the rest of our body after all. 
Our feet get so much less credit than what they deserve.”



Love your feet they'll love you back

What our feet reveal about 
our cardiovascular health...

By Sylvia McAra, PhD  | Podiatrist, Clinician & Educator | Section Editor

Dr Sylvia McAra has been 
involved in a number of peer 
reviewed publications regarding 
peripheral vascular assessment. 
Her doctoral project involved 
using toe-brachial pressure 
indices to measure outcomes 
using transdermal glyceryl 
trinitrate. Now she provides 
podiatry services at a large 
multidisciplinary medical 
practice in Wodonga, Victoria. 
She is involved in education for 
evidence-based best practice in 
peripheral vascular screening.

Podiatrist Dr Sylvia McAra explores some of the links 
between our feet and our health.
Did you know that your feet and legs can be 
one of the first parts of your body to reveal 
issues with your circulation? Because feet 
are furthest from the heart, they can be the 
first place to reveal issues with circulation. 

Good circulation is important for healthy  
feet and legs, and for normal healing. It has 
a lot to do with the heart pumping blood, 
and the health of the blood vessels that 
carry the blood down to the feet and back  
to the heart.

Before we explore this any further, let’s  
look more closely at two main causes of 
circulation problems. 

Problems can stem from:

1. Not enough blood supply getting down 
through the arteries to the legs or feet. 

2. Not enough return of blood or fluid 
back up the leg (through the veins or 
lymph drainage vessels). 

Most circulation problems occur because of 
a combination of these issues. Circulation 
problems can also become much more 
common with increasing age. So, how can 

we detect these types of issues as soon as 
possible and reduce the impacts? This is 
where your podiatrist can help. 

The role of your podiatrist
Your podiatrist is well placed to recognise 
and test for these issues, ideally before any 
symptoms develop. Some problems with 
returning fluid through veins and lymph 
vessels may be seen from signs on the skin, 
but may also need further testing.

The presence of a pulse in your foot is a 
good sign, but this alone isn’t enough to 
rule out blood vessel disease. Skilled health 
practitioners, most commonly podiatrists, 
can listen to artery sounds with a Doppler 
ultrasound machine, which gives a clearer 
picture of the vessel health. They can 
also carry out toe pressure testing which 
indicates the blood supply to the furthest 
parts of the toes. 

Your doctor will be informed of the results 
of any circulation assessments done by a 
podiatrist, and further testing of the arteries 
and veins may be ordered by your doctor, 
such as a full leg Duplex ultrasound scan. 

Circulation issues can cause many health problems, yet timely 
assessment, diagnosis and treatment can go a long way to help prevent 
these conditions. These conditions can be serious, such as blood clots, 
heart attacks or stroke, but early detection of circulation issues is 
possible. This starts with appropriate screening tests, and a podiatrist 
who has the skills to practice in this area can help. 

foothealthaustralia.org.au10
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Why should I get my 
circulation tested?
With blood vessel disease, quite 
often there are no visible signs 
and no symptoms at first. The 
signs become obvious later when 
the disease is already severe. This 
is why testing is important as it 
can reveal hidden issues with your 
circulation in time for prevention. 

Testing can indicate which 
type of treatment is right for 
you. The right treatment can 
reduce the risk of heart attack, 
blood clots and stroke. It can 
also help people to maintain 
independence, mobility and 
quality of life. Comfortable, 
healthy legs and feet can make 
life so much better at every age 
and stage!

What our feet reveal about 
our cardiovascular health...

According to international guidelines, 
all people over 70, and people 
over 50 with any risk factor for 
heart and blood vessel disease, 
including high blood pressure or 
high cholesterol should have their 

foot arteries tested. Some people at 
increased risk (including people with 

diabetes and people who smoke) should 
have this done at least once a year. 

When  
should I get  

my circulation  
tested?

What are the symptoms of  
poor circulation?
A particularly important symptom is pain in the legs or feet, 
especially pain that comes on when walking, as this can be 
a sign of serious vessel disease. However, there are many 
possible causes of this type of pain. Podiatrists are well placed 
to help determine the cause of pain in your legs or feet. 

Discolouration, pain and strange feelings in the legs or feet; 
having to hang the feet down or out of the bed at night or 
sleeping better in a recliner chair than a bed are all symptoms 
that can be associated with blood supply problems. 

Varicose veins are a sign that your return circulation is 
compromised. People with varicose veins often have a family 
history of this condition and prominent, visible veins frequently 
worsen with age. Pain, heaviness and tiredness in the legs, 

especially after standing for long periods of time, are all 
symptoms that can accompany vein and lymph diseases 

of returning circulation. Swelling in the legs is another 
sign to look out for, especially in hot weather.

Be alert to itchy, discoloured or damaged skin 
especially around the ankles, toes or other bony 
areas. This can lead to wounds that may be slow 
to heal in people with circulation problems. Slow 

healing wounds on the legs, feet or toes are 
a very important symptom with other likely 

health implications, and should be assessed by a 
podiatrist or doctor without further delay.
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What are the benefits  
of treatment?
For artery problems, the right treatment 
reduces your risk of heart attacks, strokes 
or blood clots. For problems with returning 
blood and fluid in veins and lymph vessels, the 

right treatment can improve mobility, reduce 
the chance of blood clots, reduce the strain 

on circulation vessels caused by swelling, and 
also prevent skin conditions and wounds from 
developing. The right treatment can make 
  all the difference in staying active, healthy and  
  independent for the long-term! What treatments are 

available?
For arterial supply problems, treatment includes 
healthy nutrition, an active lifestyle, stopping 
smoking, as well as medications that can be very 
helpful in reducing the risks of serious outcomes. 

For returning circulation problems (including 
leg swelling), exercise and appropriate well 
fitting compression therapy can be very helpful. 
Comfortable and adjustable alternatives to 
compression stockings now exist, so it can help 
to see a health professional such as a podiatrist 
to learn more about the latest treatment options. 

For artery 
problems, the right 
treatment reduces 
your risk of heart 

attacks, strokes or 
blood clots. 

Did you know…?
nn Arteries bring blood from the heart to the whole 

body and veins return blood back to the heart.

nn Vessel disease in the feet and legs can lead  
to problems that you can’t feel or see until they  
are severe.

nn Your risk of artery disease increases especially 
with age; but also with smoking, elevated blood 
pressure, elevated cholesterol, kidney problems 
and diabetes. 

nn Artery disease increases the risk of heart attack 
and stroke.

nn Foot circulation tests can indicate the health of 
arteries and the blood supply to toes.

nn Varicose veins can lead to swelling, itching,  
staining and breaking of the skin and usually 
become worse with age.

nn Disease of blood vessels increases the risk 
of blood clots, wounds, skin problems and is 
associated with a reduced quality of life.

Comfortable and 
adjustable alternatives 

to compression 
stockings now exist.





How to
age well

As told by Jan Gouma

Jan’s story

When accepting the opportunity to become involved 
in this project, I had little idea of what was involved. 

Yet I am always up for a challenge and I thought it 
would be interesting to delve into aspects of what I 
consider is ‘positive active ageing’. 
In fact, this very concept led me on a path to reflect on my own 
ageing journey and to give serious thought as to how I might 
more actively engage in this process. I want to be able to do this 
while simultaneously dealing with the unknown challenges that I 

will inevitably face.

Rewind to 1971
In 1971 I was just married and leaving my birth family in 
Melbourne. I came to Albury where my husband and I had 

three children – one of whom has cerebral palsy. 

Like many parents, I was working part-time, raising our children 
and maintaining a household. It was a full-time responsibility. Life 
was particularly busy in my caring role as a parent with frequent 
trips to the then-called ‘Spastic Centre’1 in Sydney, alongside 
carrying out therapy sessions at home, and doing this in addition 
to facilitating the extra-curricular activities for our other two 
children. Feeling the need for a personal challenge, I enrolled in 
tertiary studies at La Trobe University, some of which I undertook 
on a part-time basis due to competing interests.

Fast forward to the empty nest
As life passed, it continued to be full – albeit now with children 
leaving home, marrying and producing six beautiful grandchildren 
– so I gave little thought to my future retirement and looming 
‘seniority’. 

I do believe that adjusting to these stages of life does not 
necessarily come with a lot of thought or planning. However, the 
realisation inevitably dawns that some thought does need to be 
given to how, where and what these future years will look like. 
This is where I found myself, and I would like to share what I have 
learned along the way about ‘positive active ageing’. I find that 
pictures are a powerful way to illustrate my thinking and have 
included some in this story.

1. The Spastic Centre changed its name in 2011 to Cerebral Palsy Alliance to focus attention 
on cerebral palsy, and pay tribute to the alliance of clients, families, staff, donors, volunteers, 
government and researchers.

The start of the story

“I approached Jan through the 
Consumer Advisory Group at Charles 
Sturt University, where I work as an 

Associate Professor. I wanted to present a 
personal experience outside of my role as an 
academic, to show what it can mean to ‘age 

well’. Over several coffee conversations, Jan and 
I shared our experiences and agreed that we 
wanted to celebrate the ageing process. We 
hope that you are motivated by Jan’s story 

to reconsider your views on ageing.”

As told by Associate Professor  
Caroline Robinson
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The ‘letter box’  
approach in action

This is how it works in practice, I hope it helps readers 
who are also experiencing these later years in life. By 

compartmentalising what matters, I can try as much as 
possible to ensure that each of these ‘non-negotiable’ parts of 

my life are in place and supporting me to age well.

1: Physicality In order to minimise the impact of some  
 significant health issues, my regular exercise regime is 

critically important. A good diet, adequate sleep, and stress 
management (practiced through mindfulness) are also factors 
that I need to address daily.

2:  Emotional connectedness Having a trusting personal  
 relationship, which is affirming and positive, is fundamental 

to my ability to ‘connect all the dots’; even though it’s sometimes 
challenging. Through being emotionally available and open to our 
individual vulnerabilities, it strengthens emotional connectedness 
and my ability to face, and generally overcome, life’s trials and 
tribulations.

3:  Caring relationships The presence of family and friends  
 also creates a sense of connection and wellbeing through 

nurturing others – children, grandchildren and friends of all ages. 
Having a friend seven years younger than me, who has recently 
entered residential home care, has certainly given me an insight as 
to how important relationships are to our wellbeing. These caring 
relationships can also enhance social connection and inclusion.

4: Looking forward Having a vision of what is possible  
 is critically important, so that one can move forward 

with confidence. An optimistic attitude gives purpose in life and 
underpins ‘positive active ageing’, which also helps to challenge 
negative ageist attitudes in society.

5: Time for self This is an aspect of ageing which I really  
 appreciate. Time to undertake activities for which there had 

previously been little time. Time to enjoy with others... also time for 
self-reflection. I’ve come to appreciate how this form of relaxation 
is not a selfish pastime but a necessary emotional 
leveller that leads to more balanced wellbeing.

6: Balance In all of the above,  
 it is important to have the ability 

to strike a balance and to adjust 
where and when necessary. 

Celebrating ageing
This picture of a magnificent old gum 
tree led me to think about how we readily 
embrace the beauty of an old tree but 
resist acknowledging or celebrating our 
own ageing process. Ageist attitudes can 
have a significant influence on how we view 
growing older and being aware of, and 
challenging these attitudes, can impact our 
own view of ourselves and others.

There are so many aspects to consider 
during this process, and whilst individuals 
vary greatly in how they view ‘growing 
older’, I feel very strongly that we can have 
a positive impact on how we age rather than 
just ‘let it happen’. By participating actively 
in the ageing process, I believe that I can 
positively impact the outcome and this will 
hopefully lead to the best quality of life I can 
have, for as long as I can.

My ‘letter box’  
approach to ageing
As a physically active person who played 
hockey, competitive squash and was a fully-
fledged gym junkie for over 20 years, I firmly 
believe that my physical activity laid a path 
for relatively good health – at least until my 
late sixties. 

Yet at 74 (let me put it out there), I do have a 
few health issues. However, I consider myself 
very fortunate in many aspects of my life. It 
helps that I choose to focus on the positives, 
yet the older you become the more effort it 
takes to maintain health and wellbeing. 

This is where my ‘letter box’ approach 
comes in useful. It helps me to identify and 
compartmentalise the different aspects of 
ageing that I feel are most relevant to me, so 
that I can structure my thinking around how 
I can influence and respond to my ageing. 

age well
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This image represents the path ahead that will inevitably present 
obstacles we need to negotiate. The path can be winding, 
however, we can choose whether we accept the challenges or 
allow them to limit our progress along the way. 

For example, after recently experiencing ankle pain that limited my daily 
exercise regime, I visited my local GP. Whilst not excruciating, the pain 
certainly got my attention. Following a referral to a local podiatrist, I was 
prescribed a simple innersole which very quickly corrected my misaligned 
gait. I have never been overly keen to visit my doctors or specialists but I am 
at last beginning to realise that early intervention is certainly in the patient’s 
best long-term interests. This is increasingly relevant as I get older. I have 

undertaken to follow the advice of my podiatrist and focus on maintaining 
wellness, with a follow up consultation booked in six months! 

Remember to focus 
on the possibilities

Postscript...

“It has been such a pleasure to take 
the time to chat with Jan and let ideas 
emerge, then play with those ideas 
and form new threads. This creative 
process is made even more enjoyable 
with the use of pictures which offer 
different perspectives and help to tell 
a story.

I thank Jan for her willingness to 
collaborate, her trust in sharing her 
story, her beautiful photos, and the 
time she gave to writing this piece. 
Our conversations enriched my own 
story of ageing and reinforced my 
thinking that we need to train for older 
age. I certainly owe Jan more coffee!

The learning I share with everyone 
who reads this piece is that we are 
all ageing and we all have a story. 
Take the time to listen to someone’s 

story and don’t set limits for others... 
particularly if they’re older.”

As told by Associate Professor 
Caroline Robinson

I have undertaken to 
follow the advice of my 
podiatrist and focus on 

maintaining wellness, with 
a follow up consultation 
booked in six months! 
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issues)

Our feet can be so often 
neglected. Those funny 
looking things at the 
ends of our legs are 
literally (and figuratively!) 
overlooked all day, every 
day. A little care goes a 
long way, starting with 
these simple tips. Maybe 
don’t read this while 
you’re eating...

Tip 1. Fight the fungus!
Okay, we’re not winning any awards for writing the 
most attractive headline BUT nail fungus is a pretty 
vexed issue that can be minimised through prevention. 

If you wash and dry your feet thoroughly, you’re already well 
on your way to fighting a fungal nail infection. Bonus points 
if you wear flip flops in public showers or pool areas. And 
head straight to the top of the class if you dry your socks 
in the sunlight, since UV is a natural fungus killer. Uh-huh, 
try sharing that conversation starter at your next social 
gathering…

One last tip to minimise nail fungus: If you add tea tree 
oil to your moisturiser, or in your next load of sock washing, 
or even use a diluted tea tree oil spray on your feet; then 
you are actively helping to reduce the risk of a fungal 
infection. Who would have thought tea tree oil could make 
such a difference?!

Now, head straight to the bottom of the class if you go 
barefoot in public showers or pool areas (hello 

infection!), or if you wear the same socks two 
days in a row (ewww...). And if you share shoes 
then you are just asking to befriend a bit of nail 
fungus. Just sayin’.

If we spent as much time 
on our feet as we did on our 
beauty regime or our favourite 
pastime then our overall health 
would be high-fiving itself for 
being so freaking proactive. 
Yet, as is often the case, we 
wait for pain to act as the 
magic alarm bell that screams 
at us to pay more attention to 
our feet and lower limbs. 

It doesn’t have to be this way. 
To avoid this vicious cycle, 
consider the following tips. 
They can go a long way to 
support your foot health 
(and show them some much 
needed love!)

(and other delightful

Let’s discuss  
foot fungus

1
How many times can we say the word ‘fungus’? Let’s move on now shall we...
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issues)

Tip 2. If the shoe fits...
Here’s another stellar dinner party 
conversation starter. Did you know that up 
to twice your body weight in force is applied 
through your feet and legs with every step? 
So let’s say you are stomping around in shoes 
that don’t fit. Imagine how this affects the rest 
of your body at Every. Single. Step...?

If the average person walks 7,500 steps per 
day and they live till they’re 80, this equates to 
216,262,500 steps in their lifetime. Poorly fitting 
shoes can make a big difference to a person’s 
overall health and wellbeing. So when you next 
need a new pair of shoes, don’t just get them 
online or in a shop without being professionally 
fitted first. Your feet will thank you for this 
extra consideration. If in any doubt, ask your 
podiatrist for help. They can make ALL the 
difference here!

How many times can we say the word ‘fungus’? Let’s move on now shall we...

Tip 3. Pay attention to pain!
This headline feels a little silly, since pain pretty much demands our 

attention 24/7 once it kicks in. But it’s surprising how we can learn to live 
with chronic pain sometimes. If you have pain in your feet, lower limbs, or you 
experience pain when you walk or even when just standing; then please see 
your podiatrist. And don’t assume pain in your hip or glutes isn’t connected 
to your feet or the way you walk. It’s often all connected...!

Pain is our body’s way of saying, ‘Hey, something’s up. Please 
don’t ignore this.’ Or on a bad day it may be more along the 
lines of, ‘SERIOUSLY, WHAT DO I HAVE TO DO TO SEE 
A PODIATRIST AROUND THESE PARTS?!’ In either 
case, pay a visit to your podiatrist and sort out the pain. 

Lastly, don’t assume all pain is bad. Sometimes your 
podiatrist may advise you to safely work through your 
foot pain, and that’s okay. Trust your podiatrist and you 
can look forward to less foot pain!

3

Do...
• Make sure that there is about 1.5 centimetres 

(thumb width) of space between your longest toe 
and the end of the shoe.

• Test your shoes on a range of surfaces to see how 
they feel.

• Check that the widest part of the shoe sits where 
the ball of your foot is.

Don’t...
• Underestimate comfort, as evidence shows that 

shoe comfort can help to reduce the risk of injury.
• Ignore any pain signals. If you have pain in your 

feet, see your podiatrist.
• Forget to check that your shoes bend to keep  

you comfortable.

2
Shoe  

fitting facts!
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GUGURR YAN.GUWAN DHADHADYA: KEEP ON WALKING STRONG

Q: What’s the news?
The Podiatry Board of Australia is taking part in a national scheme, along with 14 other allied 
health professions, which is designed to embed cultural safety within our profession.

Q: What does that mean exactly?
It means that, after extensive consultation with the profession and other stakeholders, a set of 
guidelines is being put in place across the podiatry profession which acknowledges the patient 
journey as being unique and deserving of an individual approach to care-giving. This is what 
podiatrists instinctively recognise, but by having our vision of progressive professional capabilities 
recently formalised and signed off by the Podiatry Board of Australia, it rightly holds everyone to 
account and gives direction for podiatrists to improve our own safe, patient-centred practice. 

Q: What do the guidelines say?
The guidelines say: “The new professional capabilities reflect contemporary podiatry 

and podiatric surgery practice in Australia.” They’re detailed and vary across a 
range of areas, but they mostly relate to the need for every patient to feel that 
podiatry is a safe profession to approach and use, and that podiatry delivers 
individual care that recognises patients’ unique needs. This may relate to cultural 
safety, gender equality, differing world-views, and so forth. The messaging has 

been simple and clear in its intention. Professional and ethical practitioners, “Treat 
each patient with dignity and care.”

Q: Can you provide an example?
As set out in the guidelines, our new professional capabilities, “Are founded on person-centred, 
evidenced-based practice, and make cultural safety a key component of safe care, particularly 
with respect to Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Peoples.” 

Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Peoples require their own culture to be at the heart of 
communication and care-giving within our health system. The new professional capability 
guidelines aim for podiatrists to, “Understand the impact of systemic racism and recognise the 
influence of one’s own cultural identity on perceptions of and interactions with Aboriginal and 
Torres Strait Islander Peoples and people from other cultures.” 

This is enabled by, “Displaying culturally safe practice and recognising and respecting ‘Aboriginal 
and Torres Strait Islander Peoples’ ways of knowing, being and doing in the context of history, 
culture and diversity.”

These professional capabilities call upon healthcare professionals such as podiatrists to recognise 
their own cultural bias, and in the words of the document to, “[R]ecognise the role of history and 
relationships between Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Peoples and white Australian society 
and how this has affected the inequitable distribution of privileges.”

Q: Where can I read more about this?
Head to the Podiatry Board of Australia to source the document in its news section, published 
on the 23 August 2021. There is a lot of information in there, so settle in for an interesting read! 
podiatryboard.gov.au

Artwork 'Gugurr yan.guwan dhadhadya (‘Keep on walking strong’)' by Nellie Green.

James Gerrard: James is a 
podiatry graduate who has 
worked in public and private 
settings in Victoria, New 
South Wales and Tasmania, 
and he now lectures at La 
Trobe University within the 
discipline of podiatry. James 
is also a current University of 
Newcastle PhD candidate, 
involved in research giving 
First Nations voice to foot 
health education, and the 
developing, delivering, and 
evaluating of cultural safety 
education for undergraduate 
podiatry students.

Individual care that matters
Podiatrists care about their patients as individuals (and in honour of this,  
we have some exciting news to share with patients across Australia!)
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COLLABORATION THAT COUNTS
CHARITY FOCUS: FOOTSCAPE

By Anthony Lewis, CEO Footscape

Since completing his Bachelor of Podiatry at La 
Trobe University in 2000 Anthony Lewis has worked 
in a range of Australian healthcare settings serving 
marginalised population groups predisposed to 
foot pathology. Observing the startling implications 
of debilitating foot pathology upon the most 
vulnerable has motivated Anthony to establish 
Footscape. Anthony has completed further 
post graduate studies extending to a Master of 
Public Health at Flinders University and Graduate 
Certificate in Wound Care at Monash University.

I am writing this in the lead up to Foot Health 
Week 2021 and I love the Australian Podiatry 
Association’s campaign, which is serving to 
promote easy steps through which people 
can take care of their feet. No doubt patients 
reading through this issue of Foot Health 
Australia at their local podiatry clinic will be 
enlightened by many of these basic, though 
important, concepts. 

I run a charity called Footscape, and I love 
to collaborate with the Australian Podiatry 
Association on a range of issues. Here at 
Footscape we equally recognise that it doesn’t 
take a lot to achieve a lot for individuals, 
including people who experience disadvantage 
and can encounter foot health problems.

Anthony Lewis, the 
CEO of Australian charity 
Footscape, shares some 
insights into the role – and 
importance – of facilitating 
foot health in people who 

are seeking asylum.
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COLLABORATION THAT COUNTS
CHARITY FOCUS: FOOTSCAPE

What we care about
What our charity does
This is where we step in (pun 
unintentional…). Footscape seeks to 
provide access to clinical podiatry 
services, access to foot health 
education and access to essential 
material aid items such as supportive 
footwear. We care deeply about 
enabling foot health equity, and these 
goals are key to our role.

Why we care
Unfortunately, many people who 
experience disadvantaged (including 
people seeking asylum) will continue 
to face challenges in reaching 
optimal foot health and wellbeing. 
This has to change and we are 
working hard to address this. 

The Victorian Department of Health 
and Human Services created a 
refugee health model in 2015. This 
model covers long term transition 
into Australian healthcare services. 
The organisation verifies initial 
health assessment and immediate 
concerns, and over time asylum 
seekers can then increase their 
knowledge and autonomy over 
health outcomes. This transition 
happens partly by being exposed 
to health information and health 
promotion activities, including that  
of podiatry and foot health.

La Trobe podiatry student 
and Footscape volunteer Ellyn 

processing donated socks.

Want to know more?
Podiatrists, podiatry clinics and 
patients who appreciate healthy 
and pain free feet are encouraged 
to learn more about Footscape. You 
can find information on our projects 
online at footscape.com.au. Once 
you’re there you can follow us on 
our socials, learn how to collect new 
socks on our behalf or even make a 
tax deductible donation. Thanks for 
your support.

Here’s what we do  
in collaboration with  
the Asylum Seeker 
Resource Centre
We devised an initial assessment 
form for podiatrists to use when 
diagnosing and treating asylum 
seekers who are part of the 
Asylum Seeker Resource Centre 
(ASRC).

We have coordinated awesome 
volunteer podiatrists to lend their 
time at the clinic each fortnight.

We have helped to furnish 
this volunteer clinic, providing 
equipment to these podiatrists

We also delivered a range of aid 
items to ASRC members, at no 
cost. This includes 250 pairs 
of new footwear for persons 
encountering active foot problems, 
3,000 pairs of new socks, 100 foot 
care kits and orthotic devices as 
clinically required.

The role of foot health
It is so important for people who 
seek asylum to be able to access 
podiatry services and achieve 
optimum foot health. The 2021 
campaign for Foot Health Week 
shows just how connected our 
foot health is to our overall health 
and wellbeing. As podiatrists, 
we see people who experience 
disadvantage and we know that if 
they can enjoy optimal foot health, 
then they are more likely to maintain 
independence and an improved 
quality of life. Why? Because they 
are more mobile and active and this 
can be the key to a range of positive 
health issues.

How we collaborate
This awareness led Footscape  
to develop a working relationship 
with the Asylum Seeker Resource 
Centre (ASRC) to ensure these 
asylum seekers may promptly 
access podiatry services and 
achieve optimal foot health.



 Before  
 you go...

If you are reading this issue of Foot Health Australia, it’s likely that your podiatrist is a 
member of the Australian Podiatry Association. We want to acknowledge that they have 
taken the time and made the effort to become a member to stay across the latest podiatry 
news and patient innovations; benefiting you and your community. 

We’ve created this magazine issue for our amazing members and their communities of patients and 
we hope you have enjoyed reading it!

Who are we?

The Australian Podiatry Association is the largest and oldest peak body representing podiatry and 
promoting foot health in Australia. We take pride in being the leading provider of quality continuing 
education for podiatrists, and we support our members with opportunities to develop their 
professional career, uphold standards and build connections. 

Together, we know the positive impact of podiatric care changes the lives of one in five Australians 
who suffer from foot pain. This gets us out of bed every single day; to support the incredible 
podiatrists who play a role in making this difference.

Want more news?

If you would like to know more about foot health in general, head to Foot Health Australia which is a 
community-focused digital publication, run by us, and designed to benefit those who access it. It’s a 
rich source of facts, figures, advice and statistics on all things related to your feet and lower limbs.

We couldn’t be prouder to provide this community service, since  
knowledge is power. We want to empower all Australians to prioritise  
their foot health; ultimately for the sake of their overall physical and  
mental health, including mobility, longevity and wellbeing.

 See you on our socials?
Say hi to us via our socials!
facebook.com/foothealthau   |   instagram.com/foothealthau

Old fashioned contact 
more your thing?

With teams across Australia, our  
head office address and main 

switchboard number are as follows:

89 Nicholson Street 
Brunswick East VIC 3057

Phone: (03) 9416 3111
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Call 1800 434 746 or email  
freetrial@fisiocrem.com.au 
for your free sample today

fisiocrem.com.au

Get your

sample 
now!

FREE

fisiocrem.com.au

fisiocrem is a topical massage gel is for the temporary relief of muscular aches and pains. 

fisiocrem uses active ingredients of Arnica,  
Calendula, Hypericum, Menthol and Melaleuca.



Style and comfort for your 
patients from your 
favourite brands.

Plus lots of new styles and colours 
across our huge range!

Summer

SCHOLL Josie Burnt Orange

REVERE Miami Coconut

SCHOLL Keeley White

REVERE Negara Black/Tan

SCHOLL Amber Pewter

REVERE Macau Black

SCHOLL Wave & Whack 
available in NEW colours

VIONIC Bella II available 
in 9 NEW colours

For our full Summer catalogue and details on our summer deals, please contact our Customer 

Service team on: 1300 856 226 or email: sales@globalfootcare.com.au

www.globalfootcare.com.au

SCHOLL Sonoma 
available in 10 
NEW colours

NEW
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